Assessment: Course Four Column
Spring/Summer 2017

El Camino: Course SLOs (MATH) - Math (GE and Non-Science Majors)
ECC: MATH 120:Nature of Mathematics
Course SLOs
SLO #2 Solve Application Problems
Using Graphical Methods - Solve
application problems using graphical
methods such as: 3-ring Venn
diagrams, truth tables, Euclidean,
Riemannian and Lobachevskian
geometries.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201617 (Spring 2017)
Input Date: 11/21/2013
Inactive Date:
Comments::

Assessment Method
Description
Exam/Test/Quiz - Application
Problems using Graphical Methods:
VENN diagram. Sample question
attached.
Standard and Target for Success:
Based on the rubric below, it is
expected that 70% of the students
will score a 2 or higher on this
assessment.

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2016-17
(Spring 2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
All 5 sections of Math 120 participated in this SLO.

Action: Raise the success target
for this assessment from 70% to
75% by incorporating the
suggestions given by the
instructors (see suggestions from
instructors in the above "results"
section) (06/01/2018)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Here are the results:
*134 students assessed
*48 scored a "3" (35.8%), 49 scored a "2" (36.6%), 26 scored
a "1" (19.4%) and 11 scored a "0" (8.2%)

Rubric:
0 – No Understanding (This means
the student makes lots of errors
when constructing the Venn
Diagram and cannot answer the
questions correctly).

*The overall passing rate (scoring a "2" or "3") was 97/134 =
72.4%. This exceeds the target set (70%) for this particular
SLO.

1 - Some Understanding (This
means the student makes a few
mistakes when constructing the
Venn Diagram, which results in
errors in answering the questions).

2 - Most understanding (This means
01/15/2019

Results

Since the passing rate for this SLO exceeded the
expectations, instructors were asked to list any teaching
methods used that contributed to the success as well as
suggestions for improving the success rate in the future.
Here are their comments:
1. What I could do in the future to improve these results is
provide more of a variety of questions from my own
sources and not relying solely on the textbook and the
associated MyMathLab questions.
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

the student makes a minor error
either in constructing the Venn
Diagram or answering the given
questions).

2. I covered several similar problems during regular lecture
and exam review. Ensured problem was covered adequately
and all student questions answered.

3 - Complete Understanding (This
means the student constructs the
Venn Diagram accurately and
answers all of the questions
correctly).
Additional Information:
Related Documents:
Math 120 SLO Spring 2017
VennExample.docx

01/15/2019

Actions

3. Similar problems were listed on the study sheet.
4. We spent a good amount of class time on the topic,
including many PowerPoint examples. (06/01/2017)
% of Success for this SLO:
Faculty Assessment Leader: Megan Granich
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Bruce Dovner, Michael
Zeitzew, James Wan, Robert Eleuteri
Related Documents:
Math 120 SLO Spring 2017 VennExample.docx
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ECC: MATH 130:College Algebra
Course SLOs
SLO #2 Solve Problems using
Graphical Methods - Solve problems
using graphical methods involving a
variety of functions, such as:
polynomial, rational, radical,
exponential, and logarithmic.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201617 (Spring 2017)
Input Date: 11/21/2013
Inactive Date:
Comments::

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Exam/Test/Quiz - The students were Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2016-17
asked to graph a rational function as (Spring 2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
follows:
A total of 193 students were assessed.
(a) Determine and clearly state all
33 students scored a 0
intercepts and asymptotes for the
following rational function.
55 students scored a 1
(b) Using part(a) as well as any other
necessary points sketch the graph of 22 students scored a 2
the following function.
83 students scored a 3
f(x) = (20-5x)/(5x-5)
Standard and Target for Success: 0
Thus, 105/193 = 54.4% of students passed this SLO. This was
–No understanding (Left problem
below our target of 65%. While this percentage was below
blank or wrote irrelevant math)
what we had set as our goal, this question and concept was
significantly more difficult than the previous question for
1 –Some understanding (Since there SLO #2 as noted by several instructors. The results may also
are two intercepts and two
have been influence by the fact that there were some
asymptotes,if the student
hybrid online sections running, a newer development for
determined two or more of the
Math 130. See below for further quotes and commentary:
four,but had an incorrect graph or
did not graph the function, the
Did your students meet your expectations on this SLO? Why
student earns 1 point)
or why not?
2 –Most understanding (If, in
addition to determining both
intercepts and both asymptotes, the
student graphed just one of the
branches correctly, the student
earns an additional point for a total
of 2 points)
3- Complete understanding (If, in
addition to the above, the student
graphed both branch correctly, the
student earns one more point for a
total of 3 points)

01/15/2019

Actions
Action: We will attempt to
implement some of the teaching
strategies listed above (more
group work, more worked out
examples, and more correlation to
written homework) to bring the
success rate on graphing rational
functions inline with our previous
rate of 65%. (09/20/2018)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

OV: I would have liked for a strong majority to have passed.
While the question was indeed among the hardest in the
course, a majority did not exhibit any proficiency in the
material.
OV: I found a combination of working things out by hand
and using the graphing calculator was effective. Basically
one is working ‘by hand’ in spirit while using the technology
to speed up the computations. Showing what happens near
asymptotes is particularly enlightening. Once we plug in
and graph, the students can more easily put it all together.
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description
Our goal was that 65% of our
students would score a 2 or a 3 on
this assessment.
Additional Information:

Results

Actions

OV: The assessment was done one week after the material
was introduced, and I felt the students needed more time
to digest the material. I did devote two class periods to
this, and additionally there was a webassign assignment on
this. Still this was not enough for them, perhaps a written
assignment due in class and graded would be useful.
BB: Presentation of the concept in a very clear ways, doing
enough exercise,
show the student how to sketch step by step:
Step 1: Factoring numerator and Denominator
Step 2: Finding Vertical, Horizontal and other asymptotes
if any
Step 3: Finding X and Y intercepts.
Step 4: Constructing table for some values
BB: To improve student learning
•
Using all resource possible: Tutorial, Computer
systems, etc.
•
Urging students to do more exercise on this topic
•
Use technology for presentation of topic.
•
Engage students in a group work
•
Encourage students in class to ask questions.
•
Give quick assessment on the topic by giving quiz
or class work.

CW: No. This is a hybrid online class, and unfortunately half
the class is failing. They are not watching the online lectures
as thoroughly as they should. They are waiting until the last
minute to do homework. Their test and SLO results are
proof of this.
MG: In addition to solving similar problems in class, and
having students attempt such problems at their desks,
assigning and grading the homework helped those students
who were willing to complete their homework. By grading
homework and awarding credit for it, creates an incentive
01/15/2019
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

for some students to complete their homework. A success
rate of 56% correlates relatively to a 61% homework
completion rate. Also, homework is not grade in as much
detail as exams, so it is not surprising that the exam success
rate is somewhat lower than the homework success rate.
MG: If time permits, I will instruct students to graph a
rational function in class at their desks, in pairs. Then they
could discuss their solutions with their partner.

(09/20/2017)
% of Success for this SLO:
Faculty Assessment Leader: Ben Mitchell
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Len Wapner, Robert
Bauman, Beyene Bayssa, Oscar Villareal, Milan Georgevich,
Miguel Ornelas, Christina Watson, Farrah Esmaeili

01/15/2019
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ECC: MATH 140:Finite Mathematics for Business and Social Sciences
Course SLOs
SLO #2 Use of Matrices - Solve
problems using matrices.

Assessment Method
Description

Exam/Test/Quiz - Solve this matrix
equation: Clearly State the values
that you find for Xa, Xb, Xc, Ya, Yb,
Course SLO Status: Active
and Yc.
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2016- Please see attached document for
17 (Spring 2017)
the actual problem since equation
Input Date: 11/21/2013
editor doesn't work in TracDat.
Inactive Date:
Comments::
Standard and Target for Success:
Our goal this semester is to reach
the success rate of 70% using the
following rubric:

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2016-17
(Spring 2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
A total of 14 students were assessed (we only offer one
section per semester). The results are as follows:
3 students received a "3" (21%)
4 students received a "2" (29%)
4 students received a "1" (21%)
3 students received a "0" (29%)

Action: This course is up for
course review in Fall 2017. We
will be looking at the prerequisite
for this course to improve the
success rate of this SLO.
(06/07/2018)
Action Category: Curriculum
Changes

Results were mixed since only 50% of the students passed
this SLO.
Here are some suggestions from the instructor who
0 –No understanding (Student leaves assessed this SLO:
the problem essentially blank)
The student results were mixed. Some did fairly well and
1 –Some understanding (Student
some did quite poorly. I think that the main reason for the
understands the need to find the
students doing poorly is that they have weak algebra skills
inverse of the coefficient matrix, but in general, making it more difficult to master new topics. I
doesn’t know how to approach it
am not certain how to address this problem. One possibility
correctly).
is to raise the prerequisite for this course to Math 80
2 –Most understanding (Student
instead of Math 67 or 73. I have the impression that some
found the correct inverse matrix, or of the students do no homework at all, so it is no surprise
made a small error, but also made
that they can’t do the problems on the exam.
errors in multiplying or interpreting
the results).
(06/07/2017)
% of Success for this SLO:
3- Complete understanding (The
Faculty Assessment Leader: Jill Evensizer and Linda Ho
student solved and interpreted the
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Jill Evensizer
problem correctly or made small
Related Documents:
arithmetic errors).
Math140SLO2Spring2017.docx
Additional Information:

01/15/2019
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ECC: MATH 150:Elementary Statistics with Probability
Course SLOs
SLO #2 Probability - Compute
probability of an event by applying
the basic assumption in classical
probability and using addition rule
and multiplication rule for
contingency tables.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201617 (Spring 2017)
Input Date: 12/12/2013
Inactive Date:
Comments::

01/15/2019

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Exam/Test/Quiz - The following
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2016-17
contingency table shows the survival (Spring 2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
status and demographics of
passengers on the ill-fated Titanic.
A total of 948 students (34 out of 36 sections ) participated
in the SLO assessment .
See attachment for table (under
related document)
7.4 % of the student ( 70 out of 948) earned "0"
16.2 % of the student (154 out of 948) earned "1"
a.
What is the probability
that a randomly selected passenger 41.5 % of the student ( 393 out of 948) earned "2"
34.9 % of the student ( 331 out of 948) earned "3"
is a woman who survived?
b.
What is the probability
that a randomly selected passenger The percentage of students who scored a 2 or a 3 was
76.4%. Thus the targeted goal of a 70% success rate was
is dead?
met. For the one section which used a different question,
c.
What is the probability
86.5% passed with 2 or 3 (Please see attached document).
that two randomly selected
passengers are a boy who died and a From analyzing the data, the majority of the students were
able to compute probability of an event by applying the
girl who survived?
basic assumption in classical probability and using addition
d.
Construct a relative
frequency bar graph of the survived rule and multiplication rule. Most of the 16% who earned a
1 had trouble with analyzing the difference between two
passengers. Interpret, in
percentages, the difference between relative frequencies form the graph.
Here are the suggestions from instructors teaching the
the relative frequencies of “women
course on how to help the students improve:
who survived” and “men who
1. Create activities with similar wordings to train students to
survived”.
pay attention to every word in each question and let
Standard and Target for Success: It
students practice enough on hw before assessing SLO.
is expected that at least 70% of
2. Use different teaching styles to approach topic from
students will score 2 or above on this different angles including by hand boxplots and technology
SLO objective. All of the participating for visual aids like TI graphing calculators, STATDISK, EXCEL,
instructors choose the suggested
STATCRUNCH
questions to conduct except for one 3. Emphasize reading and interpreting graphs more in class
instructor who chose a similar
4. Teach them how to think through the problem logically
problem of her own (please see
instead of using a formula.
attached)
5. Bring in contingency tables and charts from online
Additional Information:
journals and have students explain in words what messages
the charts are conveying
Related Documents:
Generated by Nuventive Improve

Actions
Action: Give students a quiz on
the problem involving SLO #2 and
analyze the mistakes after the
quiz. Include such a problem on
an exam as a SLO question, after
the mistakes have been
thoroughly analyzed (06/13/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description
SLO_17_documents.zip

01/15/2019

Results

Actions

6. SI coach always provides peer help.
7. Make videos to strengthen the knowledge.
(06/13/2017)
% of Success for this SLO:
Faculty Assessment Leader: Diaa Eldanaf
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Wapner;Avakyan,Barajas;Bayssa;Bickford,Dean;Chen
;Eldanaf;ElAbyad;Epstein;Forbes;Hemme;Huang;Khorram;
Kjeseth;Lackpour;Manikandan;Marks;Martinez;Mitchell;Na
gpal;Schult;Schwartz;Villalobos;Wan;Yee
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ECC: Math 165:Calculus for Business and Social Sciences
Course SLOs
SLO #2 Compute and Interpret
Integrals - Evaluate integrals and
improper integrals using a variety of
methods, including substitution and
by parts.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201617 (Spring 2017), 2019-20 (Spring
2020)
Input Date: 11/09/2015
Inactive Date:
Comments::

Assessment Method
Description
Exam/Test/Quiz - Consider the
exponential decay function over the
given interval:
f(x) = e^(-2x) where x is greater
than or equal to 0
a) Evaluate the improper integral of
f(x) over the interval 0 to infinity (if
convergent). Otherwise, show the
integral is divergent.

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2016-17
(Spring 2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
We collected data from 3 sections of Math 165 (total of 82
students assessed) yielding the following results:

Action: We would like to
implement the suggestions of
faculty and assess an applied
problem related to business /
finance that also assesses the
student's ability to compute
integrals. Perhaps a problem
related to a perpetuity or long
term trust fund. (08/25/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Score of 3: 29 out of 82 (or 35%)
Score of 2: 23 out of 82 (or 28%)
Score of 1: 21 out of 82 (or 26%)
Score of 0: 9 out of 82 (or 11%)

Total students assessed: 82
b) Sketch the graph of f(x) and shade Total students meeting standard (that is, score of 2 or 3): 52
(or 63% of assessed students)
the region described by the
improper integral from part a).
We met our goal set for this Math 165 assessment.
We use the following scoring rubric:
Commentary:
Score of 3: Student solves the
A few themes were common throughout the instructor
problem completely and correctly.
feedback comments. In particular, the need for more
Score of 2: A minor error occurs. For homework problems for the students to practice. Advanced
example, maybe the student forgets integration techniques, including improper integrals,
integration by parts, etc..., can be cumbersome and
e^0=1. Perhaps the sketch has a
challenging to learn - especially for students enrolling in
minor error. The integration and
proper substitution however are still calculus for the first time. It takes a lot of patience and
perseverance.
correct.
Some instructors mentioned using applications of improper
integrals in business and management to help scaffold
understanding of the concept such as present value of
perpetuities and long term behavior of trust funds and
income streams. These are definitely ideas we want to
Score of 0: Hardly anything is written utilize in the Business Calculus course and help students
prepare for study in financial mathematics at the upper
by the student and/or completely
division level.
unrelated reasoning.
Score of 1: There are significant gaps
in understanding how to evaluate
the definite integral. Perhaps too the
sketch is incorrect in a few aspects.

01/15/2019
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description
Standard and Target for Success:
We set a target of 60% success for
students solving this SLO problem.
(That is, 60% of assessed students
score a 2 or 3).
Additional Information:

01/15/2019

Results

Actions

(08/25/2017)
% of Success for this SLO:
Faculty Assessment Leader: Zachary Marks
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Zachary Marks, Juan
Ortiz, Wei-Feng Chen
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